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Abstract—Most of action recognition methods allow achieving high action recognition accuracy, but only after processing the entire video sequence, however, for security issues, it is primordial to detect dangerous behavior occurrence as soon as possible allowing early warnings. In this paper, we present a human activity recognition method using 3D skeleton information, recovered by an RGB-D sensor by proposing a new descriptor modeling the dynamic relation between 3D locations of skeleton joints expressed in Euclidean distance and spherical coordinates between the normalized joints, A PCA dimension reduction is used to remove noisy information and enhance recognition accuracy while improving calculation and decision time. We also study the accuracy of the proposed descriptor calculated on limited few first frames and using limited skeleton joint number, to perform early action detection by exploring several classifiers. We test this approach on two datasets, MSR Daily Activity 3D and our own dataset called INDACT. Experimental evaluation shows that the proposed approach can robustly classify actions outperforming state-of-the-art methods and maintain good accuracy score even using limited frame number and reduced skeleton joints.

Index Terms—Action recognition, RGB-D sensor, skeleton joint, classification.

I. INTRODUCTION

Inspired from the efficient action recognition method proposed by X. Yang et al. [1] we propose a new action recognition descriptor, using both Euclidean distance and spherical coordinates of 3D skeleton joints for action recognition. We develop a descriptor containing discriminating features for human activity classification, by adopting the differences of 3D normalized skeleton joint coordinate in both temporal (across frames) and spatial (in the same frame) domains to model the dynamics of every joint and the configuration of all available joints by modeling distances (Euclidean plan) and angles (spherical coordinates) between them. Skeleton joints are compact information comparing to any other like depth or RGB but can be affected in video surveillance applications by high camera mounting or human subject occlusion, to overcome these cons, we propose to recover missing skeleton joints in preprocessing step by interpolating those of neighbors’ frames. Unlike the traditional trajectory-based methods, our descriptor is capable of modeling actions through more informative and more compact body joints without background noise; it is discriminating and simpler to compute. This choice helps us to reduce the length of the descriptor for more calculation efficiency and enables making fast action recognition using four classifiers (decision tree, ensemble subspace discriminant, bagged tree and SVM).

The proposed method can deduce relevant information for monitoring security in the industrial field. Indeed, as we can get to know the danger level of performing actions at an early stage to avoid the dangerous consequences, this technique can be associated with a fire and a spark detection method like the method proposed by [2,3] to increase robustness and give a proper alert for a real situation.

To classify actions rapidly, we compute light descriptor that encodes information from the first few frames and limited skeleton joint number. Hence, we studied the impact of this limitation on the action recognition accuracy, reducing both the time taken by system to observe distinctive frames for making correct classification and reduce the time of calculation due to reduced size of the descriptor.

This paper has two contributions:

• First, we propose a new descriptor containing the combination of two light information representing distance and spherical information encoding 3D skeleton joint locations captured by an RGB-D sensor to robustly classify actions in near real time.

• Second, we study action recognition anticipation for security purposes by reducing descriptor complexity to contain only the most representative skeleton joints in just first few frames.
This improvement decreases significantly the amount of information needed to build distinctive descriptor for processing time efficiency while keeping a decent accuracy. This method can also handle activity with low amplitude of movement because this method is not based on movement detection algorithm like optical flow or Gaussian mixture model.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews some related works. Section 3 gives a detailed presentation of our dataset INDACT specifically for the industrial field. Section 4 is dedicated to the description of our activity recognition approach which includes a preprocessing phase (joints normalization), and the construction of a descriptor based on merging spherical and distance information. Some experimental results, using challenging MSR Daily Activity 3D dataset, and INDACT dataset, are presented in section 5. Finally, conclusions and future work are draw.

II. RELATED WORK

The rich information provided by the new generation of RGB-D low cost sensor like the Microsoft Kinect can be used for human activity recognition applications. They capture the visible spectrum (RGB) as a conventional camera, simultaneously as depth information (D) with high frequency which can be easily exploited to build list of features for human activity labeling application. This type of device finds large fields of applications, from the e-care at home for older people monitoring, video surveillance indexing, to working behavior analyzing for productivity and security improvement in the industrial domain. For the last kind of application, it will be very interesting to be able to detect dangerous action occurrences as soon as possible to avoid accidents. State of art in action recognition domain offers a large range of detecting methods, giving more and better accuracy scores, especially those combining both RGB and Depth information.

Many approaches have been proposed for human activity recognition. These techniques have been surveyed in [4-6]. The event of depth sensor permits adding 3D information in real time to action recognition possibility. Compared to a conventional RGB camera, the depth camera has several advantages. Depth images are insensitive to changes in lighting conditions or in point of view. Moreover, depth information eases human skeleton detection as proposed by [7-9]. This technological development allows exploring research in action recognition based on RGB-D information field. The main idea is to extend classical methods proposed for RGB action recognition, by adding 3D information. In [10] authors propose a Bag of 3D Points model by sampling a set of 3D points from a body surface to describe the posture being performed on each frame and projected by mapping the depth map onto three orthogonal Cartesian planes. In reference [11], the authors used a Histogram of 3D Joint Locations (HOJ3D) to represent posture and to compute spherical coordinates from skeleton joints to get a view-invariant descriptor. The temporal information is then coded by Discrete Hidden Markov Models (HMM). Sung et al. [12] used both RGB frame and depth map to recognize human daily activities, skeleton joints were used to model body pose, hand position, and motion information. They extracted Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) features from the region of interest in gray level images and depth maps to characterize the appearance information.

Depth Motion Maps DMM where obtained [13] by concatenating the projected 3D depth maps onto three planes. HOG was then computed from DMM as a global representation of human action. In the same way, Actionlet mining algorithm was proposed by [14] to perform a selection of skeleton joints. In addition to joint-based feature, they also made use of depth maps to characterize object shape and appearance. The method described in [1] propose also efficient skeleton based action feature descriptor, Eigen Joints, for action recognition. They designed action feature descriptor by adopting the difference (Cartesian distance) between 3D skeleton joints in temporal and spatial domains to explicitly model the dynamics of each individual joint and the configuration of all available joints. Wu et al. [15] proposed to use polar coordinates as the one description of activity features. Eweiwi et al. [16] also suggested a combination of joint spherical coordinates to encode spatial information and joint velocities feature to keep temporal information over a fixed set of K frames as 3d or 2d histograms. However, the limited frame window losses the overall dynamic of action.

Most of the recognition systems proposed in literature need to process entire video sequences to perform action recognition. While in real time video surveillance, the system must require only few observations as possible. Schindler et al. [17] studied how many frames were needed to classify an action with acceptable robustness. They concluded that limited action subsequence with a few first frames can encode enough information as the entire video. In [1], the authors have addressed this aspect. They evaluated the minimum number of frames sufficient to enable accurate action recognition, and they find that the first 30–40% frames allowed achieving comparable recognition accuracies to the ones using entire video sequences.

III. DETAILS OF THE APPROACH

Our approach for action recognition using skeleton information is partially inspired from a study conducted by Yang et al. [1], this contribution has been followed by several other variants using a combination of the spatial and the temporal relation of 3D skeleton joints [9,10].

Because of the ubiquity of noise in depth map given by Microsoft Kinect used by skeleton joints estimation algorithm developed in [7], we got some frames with missing skeleton information. To solve this problem, we must perform a preprocessing step to recover missing skeleton information by interpolating smoothed joints belonging to neighbor frames. Besides, a normalization
process is done to make the method cross-subject by making human subject limbs dimensions’ equals.

Before the detailed presentation of the process, we denote the overall structure of algorithm. It can be divided into two parts: the first one deals with the preprocessing, while the second part concerns essentially the construction of feature descriptor used to train the classifiers. An overview of our algorithm is illustrated in Fig 1. Each step will be detailed in the remainder of this paper.

A. Data preprocessing

Before starting the constructing of the descriptor, we must perform two preprocessing tasks:

- First, to reduce noise in joint estimation, we smooth their positions over frames by applying local regression using weighted linear least squares and a 2° degree polynomial model. In the same time, according to individual speed, similar gestures can be performed in different time duration by each subject, resulting different number of frames. To uniform the skeleton information over frames, we use cubic interpolation of the values of neighboring grid points in each respective dimension. This method allows removing wrongly estimated joints (Fig.2).

- Second, given variations in body sizes which can cause intra-classes variations and confuse the classifier, and to compensate those variations, we follow the method presented in [18] by imposing the same limbs lengths for skeletons of all individuals in the dataset (Fig.3). We use fixed distances to link joints in the skeleton according to the body symmetry $D=\{d_1, d_2, d_3, d_4, d_5, d_6, d_7, d_8, d_9, d_{10}, d_{11}\}$, starting from the root node (hip center joint), moving forward to the branches, this process keeps the joint angles unchanged, while the same limbs will have the same length across subjects and frames.

To overcome the camera position variation, we apply a translation to make the hip center as the origin of skeleton joints.

B. Construction of distance and spherical descriptors

The accuracy of activity detection method depends widely on the robust construction of distinctive feature descriptor. It must contain enough distinguished information to correctly classify actions. All must be light for calculation efficiency. For this aim we choose to mix two types of features from Euclidean plan and spherical coordinates. We also study the effect of reducing the number of frames/joints considered for the calculation of the descriptor. To reach good performance, we use more action information characteristic of each action including both distance and spherical coordinates of each joint. With this improvement, we obtain more action characteristics. In practice, in distance domain we compute Euclidean distances and spherical coordinates (angles) including:

- The overall action dynamics representing distances between all joints in frame $C$ and those belonging to the first frame
- The descriptor of motion property containing joints differences between the current frame $C$ and its preceding frame $C-1$.
- The static distance posture of the body part by calculating pair-wise joints differences in current frame $C$.

Let suppose that $j_o^c$ is the 3D coordinate of joint $i$ representing 3D coordinates of body parts centroids in frame $C$ (RGB-D sensor gives 20 joints by frame), we have:

$$j_o^c = [x_i^c, y_i^c, z_i^c]; c \in \{1,...,n\}; i = 1,...,20$$ (1)
We calculate Distance Descriptor vector $DD^d$ for frame $C$ as in:

$$ DD^d = \sqrt{\left( (x_i^d - x_j^d)^2 + (y_i^d - y_j^d)^2 + (z_i^d - z_j^d)^2 \right)}; $$

$$ d \in \{1, c - 1, c\};i, j = 1, 2, \ldots, 20 $$ (2)

Analogically, in the spherical domain, we compute the Spherical Descriptor vector $SD^d$ for frame $C$:

$$ SD^d = \left[ az^d, el^d \right]; $$ (3)

Containing both azimuth $az^d$ and elevation $el^d$ as below:

$$ az^d = \arctan \left( y_i^d - y_j^d, x_i^d - x_j^d \right); $$

$$ d \in \{1, c - 1, c\};i, j = 1, 2, \ldots, 20 $$ (4)

$$ el^d = \arctan \left( z_i^d - z_j^d, \sqrt{\left( (x_i^d - x_j^d)^2 + (y_i^d - y_j^d)^2 \right)} \right); $$

$$ d \in \{1, c - 1, c\};i, j = 1, 2, \ldots, 20 $$ (5)

The final $DSD^d$ Distance/Spherical Descriptor:

$$ DSD^d = \left[ DD^d, SD^d \right]; c \in \{1, \ldots, n \} $$ (6)

The final descriptor contains the concatenation of both distance and spherical information obtained over frames that includes sufficient amount of information to classify actions into their respective classes using four classifiers.

As we use 20 joints in each frame, it might result a features dimension of $DD^d$ vectors containing $3^*20^2 = 1200$ pairwise comparisons. As spherical descriptor $SD^d$ contains two comparisons (azimuth and elevation), $SD^d$ vector contains $2^*3^*20^2 = 2400$ features. In total, we have about 3600 elements per frame in the $DSD^d$ vector. As skeleton joints are high-level information recovered from noisy depth maps, this large dimension might be redundant and noisy. Hence, we choose to apply PCA dimension reduction algorithm to remove redundancy and disturbances in the final descriptor. We keep only 512 strongest features that contain over 99% of the significant information.

### C. Used classifiers

We have explored four types of classifiers, including decision tree, ensemble subspace discriminant, bagged trees and SVM, all available in Matlab’s Statistics and Machine Learning Toolbox™.

All parameters used are depicted in Table 1. Our application needs to make a trade-off between the speed of training, memory usage and accuracy, so we test those classifiers in both classification accuracy, training and testing times.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple decision tree</td>
<td>Maximum number of splits = 22 &amp; split criterion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensemble subspace discriminant</td>
<td>Learner type nearest neighbors with 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>learners and 200 subspace dimensions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bagged trees</td>
<td>Ensemble method bag &amp; learner type decision tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&amp; number of learners 380.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>SVM classifier kernel function cubic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>multiclass method one-vs-all &amp; no data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>standardization.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To make a fair comparison with the state-of-the-art results, we adopt the same experimental protocol as used in [1,10,11,14].

We use Cross-Subject validation technique to evaluate our classification performance in making predictions on new data not included in the training process. We apply Cross Subjects Leave-One-Out Cross validation CS-LOOCV to partition data into $k$ subsets (or folds) each one containing actions performed by a single subject, where $k$ is equal to the number of subjects in the data. One subset is used to validate the model trained using the remaining subsets. This process is repeated $k$ times such that each subset is used exactly once for validation. The average cross-validation error is used as a performance indicator to avoid the overfitting problem.

### IV. EXPERIMENTS

The algorithm is mainly written in Matlab. We use Image Acquisition Toolbox™, Image Processing Toolbox™ and Statistics and Machine Learning Toolbox™ and includes several C++ functions integrated as Mex files. The application runs on a Core i3 processor of 2.4 GHz and 6 GB of Ram, the average sampling rate of skeleton information is 10Hz.

The experiment consists of several scenarios. It starts with an evaluation of discriminating strength of our descriptors using four classifiers. Then we study how many frames are necessary to obtain a good action recognition score. Finally, we investigate the importance of every skeleton joint in the action recognition accuracy.

We conduct our experimentation on two datasets, MSR Daily Activity 3D dataset and our own dataset specialized in working behaviors.

#### A. Classification accuracy on MSR Daily Activity 3D dataset

First, we evaluate the performance of our enhanced descriptor for action recognition task on MSR Daily Activity 3D dataset [14] The dataset is a challenging benchmark for RGB-D action recognition providing 16 actions types chosen to cover human daily activities in the living room including: drink, eat, read book, call cellphone, write on a paper, use laptop, use vacuum, cheer up, sit still, toss paper, play game, lay down on sofa, walk, play guitar, stand up, sit down.

```matlab
Table 1. Parameters used for the four classifiers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple decision tree</td>
<td>Maximum number of splits = 22 &amp; split criterion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensemble subspace discriminant</td>
<td>Learner type nearest neighbors with 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>learners and 200 subspace dimensions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bagged trees</td>
<td>Ensemble method bag &amp; learner type decision tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&amp; number of learners 380.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>SVM classifier kernel function cubic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>multiclass method one-vs-all &amp; no data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```
Ten subjects performed each action. Every subject performed an activity in two different poses: sitting and standing. The total number of the activity samples is 320. Some RGB and 3D skeleton information examples of activities are shown in Fig.4 and Fig.5 respectively. The dataset contains color RGB and Depth frames and 20 3D skeleton joints information extracted by the skeleton tracker from noisy depth and gave some missing skeleton data. We also note that the actions in this dataset are more complex and in general, they require interactions with objects. Thus, this dataset is more challenging.

Table 2. and Fig.6 (in graphic form) illustrate the accuracies, training and testing times of different methods. Both distance and spherical descriptors gives good scores separately with all the classifiers expect using decision tree. The best one is about 94.06% of good recognition rate using SVM, which is a good result considering the difficulties in this dataset. If we train the classifier on the distance/spherical descriptor, the best accuracy increases to 95.31% using the same classifier. We note also a good time parameter of all descriptors, which is less than few seconds knowing that dataset contains several thousands of frames to process. The minimum training time is given by SVM with less than 0.5 seconds. When we consider the overall performance, SVM is the best classifier.

Table 2. Accuracy and processing time evaluation of distance and spherical descriptors individually and together using four classifiers on MSR Daily Activity 3D dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Descriptor</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Spherical</th>
<th>Both</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple decision tree</td>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>70.62 %</td>
<td>75.00 %</td>
<td>65.93 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Training time</td>
<td>0.62 s</td>
<td>0.36 s</td>
<td>0.53 s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Testing time</td>
<td>1.67 s</td>
<td>1.60 s</td>
<td>2.33 s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensemble subspace discriminant</td>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>89.37 %</td>
<td>91.87 %</td>
<td>87.81 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Training time</td>
<td>2.31 s</td>
<td>2.16 s</td>
<td>2.33 s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Testing time</td>
<td>24.03 s</td>
<td>22.62 s</td>
<td>24.29 s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bagged trees</td>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>91.56 %</td>
<td>91.75 %</td>
<td>92.18 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Training time</td>
<td>9.87 s</td>
<td>9.59 s</td>
<td>10.54 s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Testing time</td>
<td>52.57 s</td>
<td>48.63 s</td>
<td>59.21 s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>94.06 %</td>
<td>94.06 %</td>
<td>95.31 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Training time</td>
<td>0.53 s</td>
<td>0.40 s</td>
<td>0.49 s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Testing time</td>
<td>2.14 s</td>
<td>1.91 s</td>
<td>2.51 s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 7. Confusion matrices of four classifiers using distance/spherical descriptor on MSR Daily Activity 3D dataset.

In Table 2, we compare the accuracy of the distance, spherical and distance/spherical descriptor. It is shown that the fusion of both descriptors consistently outperforms each of them, they contain complementary information and their fusion improves the action recognition performance.

Fig. 7 shows the confusion matrices for the recognition method with a fusion of distance/spherical descriptor using four classifiers. In all the cases, good accuracy is achieved for all activities except using decision tree due to its simple decision mechanism.

Also, we compare our approach with the state-of-the-art methods using skeleton information including Eigen Joints [1], Bag-of-3D-points [8], HOJ3D [9] and Actionlet Ensemble [12] using the CS LOOCV protocol on the same dataset. Table 3. shows the overall accuracies. It reveals that our method significantly outperforms state-of-art.

### Table 3. CS LOOCV recognition accuracies of our method and the state-of-the-art on MSR Daily Activity 3D.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Accuracy score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eigen Joints [1]</td>
<td>83.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bag-of-3D-points [8]</td>
<td>74.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOJ3D [9]</td>
<td>79.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actionlet Ensemble [12]</td>
<td>85.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our proposed approach</td>
<td>95.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### B. Classification accuracy on INDACT dataset

This RGB-D database for human action recognition in the industrial field is proposed in [19] and called INDACT for INDustrial human ACTivity, including RGB, Depth and skeleton information for human action analysis.

INDACT mainly focuses on daily activities accomplished by human worker in industrial context. It contains 15 actions classified into three subsets following the danger level of each one.

![Color frame and skeleton examples in screen coordinates from INDACT dataset.](image)

Fig. 8. Color frame and skeleton examples in screen coordinates from INDACT dataset.

![Skeleton examples in 3D coordinates from INDACT dataset.](image)

Fig. 9. Skeleton examples in 3D coordinates from INDACT dataset.
The dataset includes 360-labeled video with both color, depth and 20 skeleton joint locations in screen and world coordinates with average duration of ten seconds for each action.

Some example frames from this dataset are illustrated in terms of both color and skeleton in screen coordinates in Fig.8 and in 3D coordinates in Fig.9.

Both Table 4. and Fig.10, present the performances of distance descriptor on INDACT dataset giving recognition accuracy of 97.50%. When we use spherical descriptor, we get more than 95.55% and we obtain 96.38% of good recognition score by mixing the two descriptors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Descriptor</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Spherical</th>
<th>Both</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple decision tree</td>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>84.16 %</td>
<td>86.94 %</td>
<td><strong>90.00 %</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Training time</td>
<td>0.83 s</td>
<td>0.79 s</td>
<td>2.04 s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Testing time</td>
<td>3.33 s</td>
<td>3.50 s</td>
<td>8.54 s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensemble subspace</td>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>97.50 %</td>
<td>93.05 %</td>
<td>94.16 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discriminant</td>
<td>Training time</td>
<td>2.32 s</td>
<td>2.14 s</td>
<td>2.19 s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Testing time</td>
<td>22.55 s</td>
<td>21.43 s</td>
<td>22.11 s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bagged trees</td>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>93.88 %</td>
<td>95.00 %</td>
<td>94.72 %</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>Training time</td>
<td>11.59 s</td>
<td>11.32 s</td>
<td>14.27 s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Testing time</td>
<td>61.71 s</td>
<td>59.86 s</td>
<td>71.57 s</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The confusion matrix of distance/spherical descriptor in Fig.11 proves the good accuracy score using four classifiers. We confirm the good performance of all descriptors as well as good training and testing time.

C. How many frames are sufficient to get good detection?

For monitoring security of human workers in industry, we need to know the danger level of performing actions in real time. This kind of system is affected by two main factors. First, the time taken to observe sufficient frames for making a good prediction. Second the time to make a good decision.

We reduce the number of frames needed to extract enough discriminating descriptor, and then we use a quick classification technique. To evaluate the minimum frame number necessary to conduct a proper recognition
we built distance/spherical descriptor for each frame number, and then we evaluate recognition score for every one of them on both MSR Daily Activity 3D and INDACT dataset as illustrated in Fig.12 and Fig.13.

As shown in Fig.13 with INDACT dataset, in most cases just the first 25–40% frames are sufficient to achieve good recognition (>85%), when on MSR Daily Activity 3D dataset, we need to include more than half of frames to get a comparable score due to noisy skeleton information in this dataset (Fig.12).

Passing this number of frames, the gains decrease by adding more frames to descriptor calculation process. These results are highly important for activity recognition systems when decisions have to be made before the happening of the entire action to prevent dangerous situations.

D. Are all joints important for good detection?

Microsoft Kinect in its first version provides 20 skeleton joints in each frame. To speed up the recognition by decreasing the amount of information included in the descriptor, we test the importance of each one of those joints in action recognition process. We compute the distance/spherical descriptor using various numbers of joints including:

- 3 joints = {head, left hand, right hand};
- 5 joints = {head, left hand, right hand, left foot, right foot};
- 7 joints = {head, left shoulder, left hand, right shoulder, right hand, left foot, right foot};
Upper body joints = \{center hip, spine, center shoulder, head, left shoulder, left elbow, left wrist, left hand, right shoulder, right elbow, right wrist, right hand\};

Lower body joints = \{center hip, spine, left hip, left knee, left ankle, left foot, right hip, right knee, right ankle, right foot\};

20 joints = \{center hip, spine, center shoulder, head, left shoulder, left elbow, left wrist, left hand, right shoulder, right elbow, right wrist, right hand, left hip, left knee, left ankle, left foot, right hip, right knee, right ankle, right foot\};

Fig.14 and Fig.15 show accuracy scores on both datasets. We notice that every joints combination performs well; even the combination which uses only three skeletal joints, including the head and the two hands gives a close score if compared to the best one.

Using only three joints to compute the descriptor gives an accuracy of 94.44% using bagged tree on INDACT dataset and about 90.31% using SVM on MSR Daily Activity 3D dataset compared to the best score obtained by including all available joints by 96.38% of good classification using SVM on INDACT dataset and 95.31% using SVM on MSR Daily Activity 3D dataset. In same time we reduce significantly the complexity of the descriptor features vector that generate only $3*3^2 + 2*3*3^2 = 81$ features compared to $3*20^2 + 2*3*20^2 = 3600$ using all available joints, which is important for real time applications.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We introduced a new action recognition method to warn the occurrence of dangerous situations in an industrial context, we use a compact and light descriptor built from few first frames and few skeleton joints to categorize each action. We observed that only the first few frames and a limited number of joints are sufficient to make good decisions proved on our own specific dataset INDACT as well as on a public dataset MSR Daily Activity 3D.

In future work, we plan to study the interaction between human and tools in industrial environment and try to take benefits from object identification techniques to improve the action recognition process and to decrease the detection time. We are also interested by proposing a body gesture detection system [20] to analyze workers' degree of compliance with regulation and the impact on productivity and health especially during the execution of repetitive tasks.

Another way to improve this work is to consider exploring new machine learning approach like deep learning techniques specially adapted to process datasets that contains a large amount of data like in NTU RGB+D [21] that contains over than 56,000 actions. The important volume of data needs to take advantage of the computing power offered by GPUs and HPC. This orientation towards graphical units is particularly adapted while using datasets captured by Kinect sensor in its second version able to provide RGB-D images in high definition and more than 25 skeleton joints as well as infrared images that can be used for fire or heat detection in challenging vision conditions (darkness, smoke).
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